THANK YOU!!!
FOR DONATING ALL books IN NEW/Gently Used CONDITION

DONATING BOOKS THAT ARE SOILED, DAMP, CHEWED, WITH SPINE SEPARATION, WARPING, MISSING/TORN PAGES or WRITING $$$ INCREASES LIBRARY EXPENSE TO RECYCLE $$$

CHILDREN’S, CHAPTER BOOKS, TEENS
Baby Books, Boxed Sets, Small Encyclopedias, Beginning Reading
Chapter books, Biographies, Science, Art
Teaching Series without highlighting or answers
New Coloring, Printing Books
Novels for teens, Sci Fi, Series, Autobiographies, History &
any Age appropriate topics

GENTLY used & NEW FICTION
Softcover in GOOD CONDITION PUBLISHED ANY YEAR

HARDCOVER – PUBLISHED 2010 TO CURRENT YEAR
Unless deemed a CLASSIC by Title or Author

GENTLY used & NEW NON FICTION
TEXT & TEST Books, Language, History, Military, Psychology
Philosophy, Science, Arts, Pets, Memoirs, Travel
Health/Medical, Self Help, Finance, DIY, Cooking, Sports,
CURRENT Real Estate, Computer Technology (last 4 years only)
ENCYCLOPEDIAS OF SPECIFIC GENRES OK
NO General knowledge Encyclopedias, Dictionaries & Thesaurus

GENTLY used & NEW
DVDs, CDs, Audiobooks &
ELECTRONIC Games of any kind with original case.
NO VHS TAPES
NO VINYL
No Unauthorized Copies, please!